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All right folks! Let's go to Psalm 28 today! Psalm 28! It's a short psalm, but it's a very powerful one.
Let's read together!

Psalm of David 28
1 Unto thee will I cry oh Lord my rock:
Be not silent to me
Lest if thou be silent to me
I become like them that go down into the pit.
2 Hear the voice of my supplications
When I cry out unto thee w
When I lift up my hands toward thy holy oracle
3 Draw me not away with the wicked
And with the workers of iniquity
Which speak peace to their neighbors,
But mischief is in their hearts
Whoo! I think we're dealing with that; aren't we? Boy, oh boy! You know that's a really serious thing;
that's a very, very, serious thing! Because when Christ condensed all the Ten Commandments into the
Two: “Love God with all your heart, soul and strength, and then love your neighbor as love yourself,” this is
like the condensed commandments of God. Notice: “love God with all your heart,” but also we have to
“love our neighbor as ourselves.”
Snitching on your neighbor
Now, look what the corona virus scare and the lockdowns all did. It kills the Second Commandment!
You don't love your neighbor anymore; you're scared of your neighbor. You have to snitch on your
neighbor, you have to report your neighbor; you have to tell on your neighbor. That's like North
Korea, folks!
You understand? In North Korea the people actually watch South Korean dramas, like the romance
dramas, etc. Anyways, that's dangerous; I call it “women's pornography.” It's very dangerous; very,
very, dangerous stuff, because it’s definitely archangel culture and satanic culture. But the point is:
people in North Korea also watch that. Did you know that? But they have to hide because if you get
caught with that you die. You get pulled out; you get taken to the gulags. They don't call them
“gulags” there; they call them “re-education camps”.
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You're not legally allowed to have those, but people do watch them. I heard they hide under like three
or four blankets, and then they'll watch it on a small little Smartphone or whatever they have. They'll
watch it under there, and they watch it in terror. But they get a glimpse of what the image or the
vision of freedom might be like. They have to watch it, hiding under three different huge blanketsbecause North Korea is cold, that's up there in the north; it gets real cold. So they're under these thick
blankets watching this thing. It's pretty crazy; it's crazy!
And if you get caught with that, your family has to snitch you out, because that's your closest
neighbor. Your closest neighbor is your wife or your husband and then your children, and other
people in your household; that's pretty close neighbors. Amen!
They built a culture where you have to rat out your neighbors. You can't protect your neighbors; you
have to tell on your neighbors. In fact you get rewarded; you get rewarded for telling on your
neighbors.
Now, we're seeing glimpses of this here in the United States. We saw it even in last term under
President Trump with Gavin Newsom in California. We saw that kind of stuff happening! They were
giving rewards if you snitched on your neighbor, and of course in Canada it moved to a quicker
extent. Why? Because they have a completely leftist government there; so they see acceleration. They
want to bring America to that level quickly.
We saw not even a month ago, a family gathering with six people! Six people! Six people! Now the
mandate from Emperor Trudeau was five. So there are six: one more person than what they
mandated. Did you see this video? I’m sure people saw this; it's horrific! I mean they got them, and
they have a whole S.W.A.T. team there! You know people are just crazy! This is what people don’t
understand!
European state police model
This is why our Founding Fathers did not like the European state police model. Everybody
appreciates our law enforcement; everybody does. Our Founding Fathers appreciated law
enforcement. But they didn't like the European state model. That's the same system you have in Asia;
you have this in China. They had what? The US had the sheriff's model where the people can elect and
fire their head chief law enforcement agent, because he's got a lot of power. He has to be accountable
to the people and he has to be able to be fired by the people.
He can't be appointed by some bureaucrat, as it happens in the leftist state police model states and
cities, where he's appointed. He gets appointed; he gets put in there by the different bureaucrats;
whether it be the commissioners or whatever the case may be, I guess depending on the state. But
essentially the citizens can't do anything about him. So, many times in the leftist cities you will have a
police chief which is very anti-Second Amendment, for example. You would never think that because
the normal cops that we meet, they're pro- Second Amendment because they know when they retire
they're going to be a civilian too.
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There is a law that if they served in law enforcement, they can still have firearms reciprocity across the
nation. But in any case, their children and their wife they're all citizens, so generally the normal guys
on the ground they support the Second Amendment, right. I’m sure everybody has experienced
meeting the normal cops, and they are supportive of the Second Amendment. But in these big leftistrun cities, the chiefs many times are anti-Second Amendment and they're placed in there of course by
the political power.
The sheriff’s model
The sheriff's model is an absolutely critical, critical, critical, model, critical! And it's a godly model; it is
a Judeo-Christian model. And of course in the Kingdom of God Constitution it's there; the sheriff's
model is the center. An armed populace is there as part of the Peace Police and Peace Militia. No! It’s
not allowed to have centralized police; not allowed to have centralized military! Everything is
decentralized. Why? Because citizens become kings and priests!
The leftist commie dream team
And of course you look at any type of nation that has fallen over to the dark side, has fallen over to
Satan side; you can see it will start implementing these things. Right now you see the left has stolen
the power. I’m not talking about a little bit of power; I’m talking about the reins of power, about
everything, folks.
I mean, it's kind of a hard pill to swallow because everybody fought so hard. Everybody prayed so
hard; everybody went out there and tried their best and fought for President Trump etc. It's a hard pill
to swallow! President Trump at the final moment, essentially handed over the reins of power to the
most dangerous, dangerous, forces on the planet - which of course the Oath Keepers founder, Mr.
Stewart Rhodes, calls a “dereliction of duty,” leaving your troops out to hang.
So, what is God teaching us in this time? Of course, look! President Trump did amazing things for this
country!
He made so many tremendous changes;
He made Americans proud of being American;
He changed the entire nature of American politics;
He exploded the truth of the fake news media.
He exposed the fact that the judicial system is completely corrupt. They won't even take a case, when
you have obvious evidence of tremendous fraud, in voter fraud vertical statistical jumps. I mean you
name it!
It's just over the top insane, in your face; done in front of everybody in plain view, in noon time. Like
doing a bank robbery at noon with no masks on! And they’re saying, “You didn't see anything!”
That's what they’re saying. What happened? What happened? All the people in America we feel like,
“Oh my gosh! It's like I’ve been violated! I’ve been raped or something!” It is the worst! It's like
somebody kidnapped your family and is brutalizing them in front of you and you can't do anything
about it! They got you tied up; chained up, etc
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And you know it's almost like that psychopathic, satanic, predatory nature of those in power that is
laughing, “Yeah! We can do it! We can do whatever we want, and we'll do in front of all your eyes,
and you're going to go along with it; you're going to love it!” But again, this is not special: this is not
unique to these people. This is common across time and history and it is common of course among
centralized power. Always! Why?
Because they have to give their soul over to Satan; they have to seek the concentration of power, the
worship of power?
Instead of what?
Instead of love,
Instead of justice,
Instead of honor,
Instead of peace.
They need to make conflict; they need to divide the nation. They're trying to start a race war right
now. “All the Trump supporters are white supremacists; they’re bigots, they’re racists, they're
extremists, they're terrorists, and they're cultists! And they’re cultists! Now they're cultists!” Yeah! 80
million people are now cultists! We're kind of used to that! The Moonies are kind of used to being
called “cultists,” but the normal American conservative is not used to that. Now you know why they
called us cultists! Because we fought the commies so hard! We spent billions of dollars around the
world fighting the commies!
Now Brennan and the most powerful people – the leftist commie dream team- it's back up there in
DC, in all the offices of power. And look at the statements they're making:”We have to go after these
extremists, terrorists, bigots,” and at the end of his quote, Brennan says, “libertarians.” That's right! He
says, “Libertarians!” I mean it's ridiculous! They clump up on everybody! Everybody! Everybody who
doesn't agree in the radical leftist concentration of power is a terrorist, a racist, a bigot, et cetera.
These are real Congress people folks! These are not people in a psych ward, even though they
probably should be in a mental home. But these are real Congress people in real dangerous seats of
power that are saying, “Yes! We need to deprogram these people!” You need to deprogram 80 million
people because they believe in freedom and you want communism, you want centralization of power;
you want political Satanism. That is very dangerous rhetoric, folks!
Okay! There you go! Katie Couric. I thought, “She's a peaceful liberal; she loves her lattes and her
vegetarian food.” Why is she so aggressive? Why is she so aggressive? I thought, “They're so peaceful
and nice!” Well, no! “Kitty Couric calls to deprogram Trump supporters!” Deprogram Trump supporters!
And of course they're coming after the kids, right! They were saying, “We need to separate the
children from the parents, and we need to deprogram them. The older parents, they're kind of a lost
cause. They believed in the cult. They didn't believe in the communist cult; they believed in the
freedom cult.” I guess either way, you're in a cult, huh! Okay! Okay! Either way!
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“But since they didn't go along with the communist program, well, now we have to take their children
away from them; now we have to educate the children so they become woke, they become edumacated!
They can learn the reality that there's no male and female, and there are 72 and growing genders.
They can have the adult rights, the legal rights to go on hormone replacement therapy at five years
old, and at six year old making those adult decisions.” Eventually they'll say, “Well! They can date 60year -old men!” Exactly! The legal basis for pedophilia!
Marxism as a religion
People, understand! People, understand! It's not a joke, folks! This is not just some type of religion or
some type of ideology; because Marxism really is a type of pseudo-religious ideology. It has its own
conception of human sin. Its theory about human sin is that human greed- greed- makes private
property, and because people are greedy, they want more private property. Then that creates
inequality, and because of inequality then there's all the suffering of humanity. Right, this is their
story of human sin. They don't call it human sin; they don't necessarily use theological language, but
they have an actual religious viewpoint. They're saying that there's a problem with sin.
Their position is human beings, people, are inherently good. There's no problem with humanity, so it's
external things like poverty or race or skin color or social economic positioning; all these things are the
factors that create racial injustice and social inequality etcetera, etc… Okay! Because they don't see
anything wrong with the human person, the human person has no responsibility. “Big Daddy will do
it for you! Big government will do it for you! Let the devil do it for you! Let the archangel do it for
you! He'll solve your problems.”
No! No! But that's not the Christian view! The Christian view is that humanity is deeply flawed, that
we are full of sin; that we sin before God all the time. And we need to repent of our sins, and we need
to come to God. And through God we find salvation, we find righteousness, we get sanctified. We
become better through God, relating with God, not handing ourselves over to government or to
politicians.
So the story is very opposite; a totally different view of the human condition. Marxists see human
condition as basically human beings are perfect; we live in an idealistic state. I guess they never read
The Lord of the Flies; they never read that one. Maybe you should have paid attention in sixth grade or
whatever. I don't think they read The Lord of the Flies anymore.
In the state of nature, human beings without God, they behave like beasts! They're wicked; they will
have no moral pull back, nor accountability if there is no God, if there is no person that they're
ultimately accountable towards. That's what that book highlighted; it highlighted that whole scenario
that even kids, who we think are innocent etc, if given no accountability or no reins to their power will
become murderous, will become deadly.
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So Marxism’s accomplishment is: they do have a very strong religious picture of humanity- which is
the reason why these young people really get into it! I mean they get into it hard. You know they get
into it like, really like, it's a cult; they really get into it hard, “Yes! That's the answer! Yeah! It's greed,
capitalism and private property! Yeah! That's it!” They get into it, like real seriously into it! “That's
why we need to grow this state, so then you know I can get that check from the government so I can
play video games a little more – just a little more- and seep on my Starbucks’ latte while I’m playing
video games and saving the world!”Of course it doesn't work like that!
So they have the picture of human sin, and they also have the picture of the savior: communism,
Marxism and political Satanism. They also have a picture of the savior! Who is the savior? The savior
is not Jesus! It's not Christ! It's not God! Of course it's an atheistic “secular system.” It's really an antiGod system; that’s what it is.
But who is the savior? The savior is the proletariat; the idealized proletariat. If we just strip away the
injustice and the racial inequality and all this kind of stuff; if we strip away those external factors of
poverty and drugs and et cetera et cetera, then everybody will live in utopia.
Unfortunately their actual practical answer for that is to centralize the state, and give a select group of
people unlimited power. Okay, yeah, okay! So we know the story of that one in history! That never
works out; it cannot work out. But it is a very powerful religious world view which they suck the
children into, and of course now students are coming out exposing this. I mean you go to college
nowadays; it is even in high school nowadays.
Transgender athletes in women’s sports
It's not only your teachers giving intimations of leftist Marxism to you all day, every day; it's every
time you walk in hallways, every time you walk out there, there are LGBT posters, transgender
posters. Hurrah! Hurrah! You know a transgender woman or female -which is really a man- beat all
the women in their own sports, in the women's sports, and we're supposed to celebrate the man that
beat the woman and now is destroying women's sports!
Biden is so incredible! He wants to fight for gender equality so much, that he's now going to utterly
decimate women's sports! All the money that goes to women's sports, all the accolades that they have
to fight for to get and to earn! Decimate! Decimate! Because now you're going to get the guys that
couldn't make their sports, and they say, “Well you know, but you know, maybe it's because, maybe
it’s because, I’m not a boy!” And then now run and decimate the girls! Come on! It's crazy!
“Biden order encourages transgender athletes in girls’ sports” (Yahoo News)
I mean he didn't even wait! His whole team had them printed out and put on the desk the first day.
The first day! The very first day, folks! It was the very first day! Come on! I mean the very first thing
he talked about, “We want to save American jobs!” You just shut down the Keystone pipeline!
Canada’s upset right now; even Emperor Trudeau is upset that you're going to decimate tens of
thousands of jobs.
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Of course, and then you put us back on the Paris Climate Accord, so you can kill all the industry here
and send it over to the Chinese communist party! Wow! What a brilliant idea, huh! As if they weren't
dangerous enough; let's ship all our money to them! As if their military power … If you do purchasing
parity comparison -which we've done the analysis on- they're spending as much as the US on military,
because their labor is at such lower price, and they have a ginormous, now dangerous military with
aircraft carriers and everything. Of course they steal the technology; they've stolen the stealth bomber
technology.
So now we are back on the globalist program; back on the Paris Accord climate change. Now we've
got to reduce carbon emission and stop breathing! I mean don't say that, right! Stop driving cars; and
all these useless eaters breathing! And I mean on the first day, folks!
So it's a problem! Obviously we are in a serious crisis in America, and it's not just rhetoric anymore. I
mean before President Trump handed over the reins of power to them, you heard all the pundits on
the news, all the people, the top conservatives coming out saying, “Hey, folks! If we lose the Senate, if
we lose the presidency, it's over; it's over! They're going to put whatever laws they want; they're going
to put in everything. They're going to stuff the courts. They're going to bring in new state members;
states like Puerto Rico etc. They are going to take complete power. So we have to fight for the
senatorial races etc.” Remember this, just only a month ago, folks? You remember, just two and a half
months ago President Trump was in Pennsylvania doing rallies! Right up to the end, right before the
elections, he was here, right! I mean packed stadiums; people shouting! You know there's patriotic
music going through the air, and “USA!” and all this stuff.
Now, everybody's looking around, because the worst of our fears became true.
“For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power and of love and of a sound mind,” but still many times
we are weak, and I know everybody had some level of that, “Oh my gosh! If they get in power, it's a
problem! It's a problem!” And you can see what they did during that whole process.
The Q psyop
You can see how different psyop organizations were trying to infiltrate the Trump movement in
general, like Q and stuff like this. Oh! A lot of people got sucked up in Q, didn't they? Whoa, whoa,
whoa, whoa, whoa! False hope! False hope! “Oh! They're going to do it! It's going to be amazing! You
know Trump is planning a tremendous … The military is here!” Even on the last day! See I told you!
Even on the last day, they were saying, “The military is really there to arrest Nancy Pelosi, and
everybody is going to get arrested and we're going to have an incredible victory!” I mean people
literally got sucked into that so bad!
But what was the problem? Let's step back and look at the problem with the Q analysis and the Q
hope -giving!
Remember, we talked about those folks who wrote on surviving death camps like in Auschwitz; Elie
Wiesel, and these kinds of people, survivors of the Holocaust! Remember there are two types of
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people basically, broadly speaking. One would survive; one would not. And this is the testimony from
people who actually survived.
Those who didn’t survive the Holocaust
The people who did not survive were the ones who had a false sense of optimism; so they had, maybe
you would call it an unrealistic optimism, or you could put it an idealistic, too idealistic an optimism.
So let's say for example, they heard news that, “Oh! Next Tuesday we're going to be freed from this
camp; it's coming! The liberation is coming, and they're going to free us! I heard the news from my
friend and my friend he has a network outside, and his friends told him that we're going to be out of
here by Tuesday! They're coming!”
And they get their hopes up and their spirit will go up, and they'll be, “You know, so it's Thursday!”
So then on Thursday they're all excited, Friday, they're excited; Saturday, Sunday they're excited!
Monday, they're really excited, and then Tuesday rolls along. Now they're waiting; they're waiting,
“When are they coming? When are they coming?” They're still a little excited in the morning, “Maybe
it's going to happen soon; maybe by lunch!” So they're literally watching the sun move through the
sky, “It's coming! It's coming! It’s coming!”And then the sun starts setting, “Well! Maybe it's a night
operation; maybe they're coming at night to get us! It's still Tuesday, you know! Oh! Oh!” And it goes
to 9 pm, 10 pm, 11 pm. 11: 59 pm, “They're coming! Maybe, maybe, maybe, they're doing this to trick
the enemy!”
And then what happens? Tuesday passes uneventful; nothing happens. And that is repeated. There's
another rumor that spreads and, “Oh! It's going to be next Saturday; next Saturday!” This kind of
thing! And the people who believed in that, who believed in this false sense of hope perished. They
couldn’t survive because their inner spirit was being ravaged. It's too much of a roller coaster! It's way
too high and way too low! God said, “Be still! Be still! Be still and know that I’m God! Be still! Have
peace! Be still!” “Feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace” even in the midst of battle! Have
peace in the midst of chaos! So that group of people didn't survive!
Those who survived the Holocaust
The people who did survive were people that said, “You know they're probably not coming for fifty
years! So you know what I’m going to do? Every day I’m going to use my plastic fork and scratch the
wall ten times; I’m going to use that plastic fork.” Whatever! You know they're going to do something;
they’re going to do something to try to improve their condition, and try to take some type of actionstep for the worst case scenario- which is they're never coming.
“Well, if they're never coming, then I’m going to dig my way out of this cement wall, but real slow.
I’m going to scratch it, hide it like this (Scratch…) and walk away. When the guards are not watching
okay (Scratch…) I’ll walk away!” Those are the people that made it! Now if liberation does come to
them on Tuesday or Saturday, hey, that's the cherry on top of the cake, right! If it happens, great,
fantastic; it's great. But what did they do? They took at least some type of empowering action step,
whether it be just walking by scratching on that wall, ten times, three times walking by, and walking
by scratching on it again. Whatever it is! Or, “Hey buddy! I’m going to sleep near the wall today,” and
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I go sleep near the wall. Every time, they do a little roll (Scratch…) doing a little roll (Scratch…); doing
something, something!
See, that’s the problem with the false optimism: you get pacified; you get passive. You just say, “Oh!
It's coming! Oh! Good! Yes! Yes! It just becomes an emotional roller –coaster, like a spiritual roller –
coaster, and that's bad because they're bad for our spirit, our spiritual mind and it affects our physical
mind.
But those folks did something every day! Right! I mean when Father was put in the death camp in
North Korea under the Japanese occupation of colonial Japan, when he was put under the South
Koreans in the early period, when he got put in there for religious persecution, because that was
before Pak Cheong Hee purged the South Korean government of basically North Korean spies in
there, and then of course even in Danbury; wherever he was persecuted, whatever government did it,
Father always took action- steps to do something.
He didn’t focus in and say, “Oh! It's coming tomorrow! Oh! Yes! It's coming and they…” He never did
that! What did he do? In Danbury he would clean the urinals. Remember? In the Hungnam death
camp, he said, “I’m going to sleep next to the toilet!” Every day he took some type of positive action.
Anytime he had food, he would give some to the inmates; he would do something positive. He wasn’t
waiting; waiting for some magical thing to happen! No! In 1950 when the bombs did explode and did
blow up that prison camp, then he was freed, and it was God's hand.
But every day, taking those positive steps is so important; so important! And that requires will, and it
requires discipline, and it requires not getting complacent, and not letting that sloth eat us. (Showing
his T-shirt) It's “Murder sloth! Rod of Iron coffee!” You know have your coffee! Murder sloth! Kill
sloth! (Showing the back of his T-Shirt) “Thou shalt kill sloth! Thou shalt kill sloth!” But that sloth can
start eating you.
And that's what Q does; it makes people slothful. It makes them, “Oh! Oh! Yes! Yes! President Trump
is having secret plans, and this is all a big setup, huge sting operation and yes! And all the wheels are
turning, and all the arrests are coming, and massive arrests will be happening within 72 hours…” You
see what happened? Dangerous! But what does that do to the person who believes that? It makes
them completely passive! It takes away the reality of our responsibility in this great drama, in this
great episode where God is living and dwelling within us as well. It takes away the reality that “Yes!
We may be normal people, but God has us here for a reason at this time.”
President Trump’s dereliction of duty
President Trump also has his 5 % responsibility. He was commander-in-chief. There was obvious
criminal activity happening with the voting system with the Chinese communist infiltration in the
election; all that kind of stuff! Obvious! So as the commander-in-chief he could have made orders!
Now, would the military follow? Maybe; maybe not! That's their problem! But he had the power to
decree it and let all the people know he's going to decree it, “I am decreeing instruction act. I’m
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decreeing: Capture the enemies! And all the politicians with Chinese communist alliances secret deals
will be investigated. It'll be all exposed and declassified.”
He should have done it, right! Should have, would have, and could have! As the commander-in-chief
you have that serious responsibility! It's not like you're Coca-cola and you're fighting Pepsi or
something. He's in the business world, so maybe he thinks it's just that kind of competition. Huh!
Huh! This is not that kind of competition, okay! Do you understand? If the Chinese communist party
has puppets that are ruling America, people die, folks! They die! Do you understand? It's not like,
“Oh! Okay! I stop drinking Pepsi now.” No! People will die! A lot of people will die!
Because look at the genocides that happen everywhere! I mean in China, as a communist country,
alone that's a hundred million of their own people, genocided, killed. Do you think they care about
the people in America? They kill their own people! 100 million! Come on!
So this is not a business competition! This is not like right versus left; this is not just two businesses
fighting one another. Two corporations! Okay, fine! But these corporations have a lot of military
power and if the other team gets in, and they have controls of all the guns, all the power, well now
you have all those guns facing at the supporters! That's a problem!
The commander-in-chief had the duty- because of course they were pointing the guns at him- to use
the powers of his office to protect his followers who were risking everything to support him. I mean
how many of us lost their family, their friends? They were also cursed on Facebook, called this and
that; deplatformed, censored!
You understand? I mean the American people have not given and sacrificed that much -I don't thinkfor one president in the last 100 years! Seriously! Because it's been so crazy! We're on the verge of life
and death! So, at that critical moment, you can't just hand it over!
Again we cannot fall into the false optimism! Q is going on again! Q or whatever; that same group or
the different types of groups! These are run by the FBI and CIA. I hope you know that, folks, okay!
These are psyop organizations. They're run by the agents in there who hate America, and they're the
ones now telling us, “Oh you know, Trump is going to run! He's going to run for Congress in Florida
in two years; then he's going to get control of Congress and one of the federal branches of power.
Then he's going to fire Kamala Harris!”Oh my gosh! “Trump is going to make big announcements
coming soon!”
Well, when he had all the power he couldn't do it! He didn't do it. What makes you think now with no
power they will even let him in? Of course they won't! He hesitated! And he's a person; he's a human
being! So we understand from a human perspective. But in terms of the country, it's serious, serious;
what Stewart Rhodes called “the dereliction of duty.” Unfortunately! It's sad! Because everybody,
everybody who fought for him loved President Trump! But that was a very dangerous decision,
dangerous decision!
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And because he has handed over the reins of power, well, the guns are pointed at us now; all of us,
Trump supporters!

This is not just a game okay! The Gulag Archipelago that Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote, it's not a
game; he wasn't doing that just to make a couple of bucks or something like that! You know people
actually die in these death camps that are called “re-education camps.” It's not a game, folks! That
stuff actually comes! But we have people, a lot of people in America; they just don't believe it will
come, “Oh! You know, in the next four years, okay! He's going to run in 2024!”
Were you sleeping the last two months? Do you remember that they literally stole this in front of your
eyes? “No! No! He’s going to come back in 2024!” You saw them steal all the branches of power in
front of your eyes! In front of your eyes, right! You did see that? You did live through that; didn't you?
Hello! You understand? Oh! My goodness! We cannot be falsely optimistic! I mean it's a painful pill to
swallow, but it is reality, and you know as a country if we are foolishly optimistic, we will kill
ourselves!
No! It doesn't mean all hope is gone! No! Of course not! Look at how the left, they are in civil war with
themselves! But we know that! It's a den of thieves! “There is no honor in a den of thieves!” That’s an
old statement, right! They will always continue to backstab one another. That does mean that the age
of the American republic is not done, and that now the age of Imperial or Caesars’ America has not
begun. That doesn't mean that didn't happen! Because it did! You have an illegitimate Caesar that was
installed in America that was not voted in! The six contested states, they didn't even follow the law!
They completely broke the law! You understand? This is not an elected president! This is a Caesar!
Caesars’ America
So, of course they're going to be stabbing each other in the back! That's what they do. They're
criminals and they're wicked, and so of course they're going to be fighting for power, and of course
there's going to be confusion in their ranks. Yes! All of that is true, but that doesn't mean they don't
have tons of power and are not extremely dangerous to the public, which happens in every
communist country with that communist party, socialist party, Democratic Party. They always call
themselves the Democratic Republican Party. Come on! North Korea calls itself the Democratic
Republic of Korea or Chosun. Do you know that, folks? So we can't be fooled by their names; we can't
be fooled by their names! They're going to call themselves “the liberty movement, “you know. Come
on!
And every time, every time, every time! You don't even have one example. It's every time! 100 %! It's
like if you saw everybody who drank a cherry coke fall down and die every time, every time, you
would say, “Oh man! I’m not going to drink that!”Right? You would say that. I’m not saying like 99
out of 100. I’m saying every time! Every time somebody drank a cherry coke - and there’s nothing
wrong with cherry coke; I just use it as an example – every time somebody drank they’d die, they’d
pass out just like that. You probably would say, “Hey! That's not good to drink, man! I’m not going to
drink that!”
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Every time, every time, every time! 100 out of 100! 100 out of 100! 100 out of 100! Marxism socialism
communism centralized government, when that ideology takes power 100% of the time, 100% of the
time mass oppression will come; genocide will come; economic ruin will come! So just guaranteed!
“You know, you have one example where it did not happen! It's the Swedish example!” No, no, no!
The Scandinavian model of socialism, yes, that's one example? No! Their whole economic system is
based on capitalism. They went to socialism but they turned it back; their whole economic system is
based on capitalistic system.
So, what makes people not understand that in history that’s 100 out of 100; 100 % chance of that bad
stuff rolling out as that type of party takes total control? Why is it so hard for people to understand
that bad stuff is coming? And on the first day massive bad stuff came! Putting us back, onto the base
of paying China, sending all our jobs to China with the Paris Accord et cetera- things we've been
talking about. On the very first day!
I’m not trying to be depressing here, because I know people come to Sunday service to try to get some
hope, but God's word doesn't always tell us things we want to feel good about. I mean just look at
Psalm 28. David is crying in the cave. He's in Ziklag; he’s crying in the cave. He’s a fugitive. He's a
criminal, he's a “domestic terrorist, “he’s a “white supremacist”, a bigot, an extremist, and they want
him dead. So he's out in the cave, and he's crying to God; that's all he's got, and a couple of loyal men!
We cannot be falsely optimistic; we have to understand this is going to be a rough and dark night for
our country. That doesn't mean that they won't be backstabbing one another and fighting one another;
they’re going to keep doing that. Look at how Antifa is burning down Portland and Seattle on the
inauguration day of Beijing Biden! Weren't they against Trump just like two weeks ago? Weren't they
the ones voting for Biden about a week ago? Now Biden is inaugurated; now they have all the reins of
power, and they still want to burn down Portland and Seattle! But all the burning and the looting and
the rioting and the killings, and shooting white children in the face, I mean all this was because of
racist Trump, right? And it's going to stop; peace is going to come!
Doesn't the Democratic Party want to defund the police? Isn't that what they were saying, “Defund
the police?” Weren't they saying, “We don't need law and order? We need to have people rise up; we
need civil unrest!” Weren't they supporting Antifa when they were doing that under President
Trump? Well now they start burning down Portland and being against Biden and they're trying to
burn the Democrat Party office down there! Now, all of a sudden: “Law and order! Walls, walls, walls!
Police, police, do your job!”
I mean it's crazy, but we're not surprised. They are of their father the devil, the father of lies. They get to
power through lies and bribery. That is how they get into power; all the while fooling people,
pretending like they're, “Oh! We empathize with this voter population and that voter population: we
emphasize with this...” They don't care a hoot about you, folks!
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God is teaching us a powerful lesson through this, and President Trump, he didn't do that final piece
of his responsibility, and it's putting the country in tremendous danger, tremendous danger! I hate to
say it because I love the guy, and his family is wonderful, and the boys, they're great people, real
patriotic people. They are not perfect or anything; they're not God or anything, but they really tried
hard. Nobody can take that away. But that final piece, that essential piece, to bring back law, order
and justice to this land, that was not done, and now the greatest criminals in the world have taken
power.
It's going to be a dark night, folks; dark night! But God is teaching America something and the whole
world really. In the end who is going to save America at this point, if it's going to turn around?
President Trump may run again; yes, he may do this! Yes, he may be trying to create a third party or
whatever the case may be. But just even statistically, he would have to take the entire republican base
and he would have to take maybe about 20 % of the democrat base, because all the republicans are not
going to go with him. As you saw, the neocons will fight him tooth and nail. They will say, “We don't
want this domestic terrorist insurrectionist in our party!” Oh! They will be doing this, all the
republican neocons around the country!
So even in the best case scenario, if 80 % of all the republicans were to leave the Republican Party and
join the Trump MAGA Party -whatever he calls it- he still doesn't have enough; he still doesn't have
enough! He's got to take like 20 % of the democrats. So what's he going to do? Put Bernie in as his VP?
And even if you did all that, even if you did all that, did you not just see them, literally two weeks
ago, steal it in front of your very eyes? Did you not just see that?
Now as a citizen, as a third-party person, with both the republicans officially against him and the
democrats officially against him, as you see those odds are incredible. If I was betting, I wouldn't bet
on that.
So, if anything's going to turn around, I hope and pray Trump will be part of it; that he will continue
to fight even though they go after him. They're trying to do the second impeachment, they're trying to
destroy all his businesses; banks are now saying, “I'm not going to do business with him.” I mean
they're trying to kill the man okay, financially just kill everything he does. I hope he continues to fight;
I hope he continues to be part of the fight for freedom. But you understand the difference between
when he is the commander-in-chief and when he's not the commander-in-chief? It is a ginormous
difference, folks; a ginormous difference. It cannot be underestimated! It's a humongous difference!
“Maybe Texas will secede and bring in twenty other states, and Ted Cruz will become vice president.
President Trump will come to Texas and become the president …..” Oh! Okay, okay, okay, okay, okay,
okay! Again, again, we can't just wait and just wait, wait, wait, right?
How to prepare
People have to be preparing;
We have to be praying,
We have to be talking with one another,
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We have to be praying together,
We have to be meeting together,
We have to be going camping together,
Barbecuing together even more. You know what I mean?
You got to be praying for one another.
You got to be involved with one another. Amen!
This is the answer, folks, because in the end the local is the thing that blocks it.
Remember what happened to the Bundy Ranch when the Feds were illegally trying to kick off that
family from that land? 400 people showed up and said, “Hey! We're going to film every single thing.
You better not do anything crazy. We're filming you all here!” Local militias showed up, and I mean
there were a lot of people out there. Alternative news media showed up and then the Feds had to back
off. Eventually, they went after them again etcetera, but at that showdown time, remember when the
boys were with the cowboy outfits and they were on their horses and they said, “No! We're not
going,” and they had the militarized police there with the M4s and all that? They had to stand down
because people showed up!
Well, what does that mean? It means the people now have to protect one another; the people have to
stand up for one another. It’s “Love God, love your neighbor” come real now! It's not just “okay, some
pie- in- the- sky politician is going to save us all!” No! No! Now it's really, “you better “Love God, love
your neighbor,” or it's all done; literally! I mean literally! That's literally the last, last, last line now!
Because it's been proven:
The Supreme Court won't do it.
The Congress won't do it.
The Senate won't do it.
The politicians won't do it.
Even Trump who was not a politician couldn't do it at the final hour!
So I hope, and we can always hope, that Trump does something, makes some good announcements
and builds this and that, and starts energizing people again. But again it can't be false optimism; it
can't take us away from
Making preparations for our family,
Making preparations for our household, for our neighborhood;
Training with our neighbor;
Getting to know our neighbors better. We can't get away from that! That homework has to be done,
folks! It has to be done!
It can't be,”Oh! A new party's been formed! All right, let's just watch TV and see how it goes!”
Uh-uh! You can do that! You can follow that, but don't let it take you away from your actual
neighborhood and getting those Trump supporters to be a community again! They're scared, and
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they've good reason to be; they got a lot of guns pointing at them right now. Them being called
“domestic terrorists, extremists, insurrectionists,”they got a lot of guns pointed at them right now.
So I understand! Everybody feels that anxiety, but we can't just hide.

The Gulag Archipelago
Remember Alexander Solzhenitsyn in that huge two- thousand -plus- page book The Gulag
Archipelago, he's writing while he's in the gulag. So he's in the gulag now, and he's looking back to
when Leningrad was taken and a quarter of the city was taken by Stalin- a quarter; one quarter
captured, killed, raped, pillaged, plundered, thrown in a gulag! One quarter of Leningrad! Talking
about Leningrad; what was he writing? He wrote:
“If during periods of mass arrest, as for example in Leningrad when they arrested a quarter of the entire city,
people had not simply sat there in their lairs -that means their homes- paling with terror at every bang of the
downstairs door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left to lose, and had
boldly set up in the downstairs hall an ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers or whatever
else was at hand, the organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and transport, and
notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst, the cursed machine would have ground to a halt. We did not love freedom
enough! Every man always has handy a dozen glib little reasons why he is right not to sacrifice himself!”
That's from The Gulag Archipelago! Powerful reflections after the fact! After they’re raped, pillaged,
plundered, and now dying in a death camp. That's important words to listen to, isn't! That's very
important words to listen to!
Because what was he saying? He said, “You know, everybody was scared!” Like nobody wants to be
called an “extremist” or a “terrorist”; nobody wants to be called a “Trump cultist!” You know, people
are scared, right? People that you know will exclaim, “Oh! You supported Trump! Oh my gosh!
You're a terrorist!” They want to create that culture where your neighbors make you feel that way,
and you're like,
“Whoa! Katie, I knew you for so many years!”
“Oh! Oh honey, I can't get together with you this week. I'm sorry!”
“But we've had the coffee- get- together for three years!”
“I know honey, but I'm sorry! I'm sorry! I have to go!”
Whoo! Right! Mm-hmm!
But what did Solzhenitsyn say? “People were cowering in their lairs. They were scared to hear the
boots coming up the stairs, the heavy boots of the S.W.A.T. teams- they called them “the special
police”. They're coming up and they're, “Oh! Please, please God! Let it not be our door! Our children,
our grandchildren! Oh! Please God! Let it not be our door!” and then bang, bang, bang, on another
door; bang, bang, bang, “Oh! Oh! My gosh! Whose door is that?” You know, it's living in terror, terror;
totally in terror! They are not doing anything; they are passively just waiting for the special police to
get them.
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Then what did he say? He said, “When I reflect back on it, we had nothing to lose! We had nothing to lose! If
we had just resisted!” He was saying, “Just the fact that people resisted would have stopped it!”
(Applause)
Is it scary to even think about such scenario coming tomorrow? Of course it is! Is it not coming? It's
coming! It's coming! Whenever this type of ideological power takes the reins of power, folks, it comes!
It's like seeing a large dark rain cloud that has that rain smell in the air, “Rain is coming! Rain is
coming!” Huge rain; you may even see it coming in the distance. It's coming!
But he was saying, “Even though you were unarmed, you had to literally pick up whatever you got,
like a book or a hammer, whatever you got, whatever you got; just resist! Dang on it! If you had just
resisted, it could have possibly stimulated that special religious conscience, if they had any. Just the
resistance alone would be, “Oh! Man! That's going to be harder than we thought!”
And maybe they would crush a lot of people, but maybe in some pockets, people would resist and
they’d succeed, then that would give hope to the other people. Stalin's machine now has to deal with a
lot of moving parts, and it has to now deal with a lot of different scenarios and different places around
the country that are giving them problems, etc. You see, it gets more problematic for them, and
possibly it would come to a grinding halt. It would become a problem for them.
But if the people just cower and wait and believe in these Q things and these things, “Oh! He's going
to do this and that….!” Let's hope Trump does something, and he builds a party or whatever he's
going to do, and he stimulates and gives energy back to the conservative movement! Great! Fine!
That's wonderful, but that cannot stop every single one of the people in the conservative movement
from building stronger relationships with their neighbors, building the Trump supporter community
once again. It doesn't have to be centered on Trump! It can be centered on freedom.
Love God, love your neighbor
You know we can still pray for Trump; there's nothing wrong with praying for the president. You
know he's not perfect; you know he made some fatal decisions, and problems at the end, but you can
still pray for him. Why not Trump supporters get together and just pray together? You know all the
neighbors. Why not, all the Trump supporters get together and go camping, bring out those dusty
sleeping bags and test them out a couple times? You can have a little campfire, a little camping,
spending time together, praying for one another; have a great barbecue, whatever the case may be!
Because that's slowly going to be taken away! If you didn't go along with the program, if you were a
Trump supporter, if you didn't get your forced mandated vaccine, then you can't get your travel
permit card, you can't get your food buying card, blah, blah, blah; all this kind of stuff.
Yeah! You see it in other countries; it's not like it can't happen here! You didn't think the lockdown
was going to happen here: it happened! You didn't think you’d see the bread house empty; it
happened- or at least the shelves of toilet paper were empty. I mean what makes you think it's not
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going to happen now that they have all the reins of power, and they can do literally whatever they
want ” legally”.
I'm sorry! I'm sorry! Hard times ahead! So even though we have hard times ahead, we can't just be
wallowing in fear; we can't just be waiting for a pie in the sky. But what we can do is scratching that
wall a little bit, and we can be doing what we can do to improve that every day.
We can find a little hope every day
We can pray for our people every day
We can pray for the strength of one another every day
We can get together, and meet with those Trump supporters that may feel downtrodden and may feel
really isolated right now. Hey! Maybe they need a helping hand to be reaching out to them right now,
a phone call and a word of encouragement saying, “Hey! Let's go out!”
Maybe they need that right now!
Maybe in the end, getting back to “Love God, love your neighbor” is the key! (Applause)
You tried all the other options! You got nothing to lose now! You got gulags to look forward to! You
got nothing to lose! You won't lose anything if you “Love God, love your neighbor.” You won't lose a
dang thing! You’ll gain a lot! Worst case scenario, they take everybody to the gulag. They win this war
and they take everybody away, and hey! You still got friends in the pen! But obviously let's hope
that’s the worst case scenario!
You won't lose anything by reaching out! You know just saying “hi” to your neighbors once again,
“Hey! How are you guys doing? You know it's been a crazy time, crazy election cycle! I just want to
check out how you guys are doing. You might want to get some coffee, you know , sometime. We pray
for the nation; if you guys want to pray for the nation, hey! Let's pray for the nation!” You know,
simple; simple stuff!
The psyop and the disinformation groups, they want us to get our hopes up, “Oh! Yes, yes, yes,” No,
no! We can always have hope, and we have strength in the knowledge that God is leading this course
of history. Human beings have 5% responsibility; they have pieces of responsibility. People have to do
what they're able to do and they have to decide to do it or not.
“Thy Kingdom come on earth!”
But that doesn't mean God has left! It doesn't mean He's forsaken us! He dwells right here! (In our
hearts) So, yes, we can dwell in fear; we can dwell in paranoia. Every cop car that drives by, “Oh, the
FBI, they're coming for me!” Every little bang in the night, your dog starts barking, “The FBI is going
to S.W.A.T. team me now!” You could live in that fear because it may become a reality at some point.
So I'm sure people feel that, but we can't dwell there, folks! We can't dwell there, right!
God dwells within us!
Christ, the Creator of the universe dwells within us!
We have to dwell there!
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That doesn't mean we should be ambivalent to what's going on and be blind to what's going on, but
we have an eternal hope, and we know, just like He said in Matthew 6; He said, “Pray every day!” In
Matthew 6 He said” Thy Kingdom come; thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven!” He said “on earth!” He
said “on earth!” Not only just in heaven “as it is in heaven.” He said “on earth as it is in heaven!” So,
God's Kingdom will come. Satan has lost and God's Kingdom has won!
But the point is to even keep that in mind no matter how bad it gets, or no matter how bad we feel or
how bad the devil wants to pull us down. And it's going to be hard. It's going to be a wrestling match,
it's going to be a jujitsu match; it's going to be a real fight! It's going to be hard; it's going to be a fight.
We can't think it's going to be easy. We can't be unaware of the facts of history, of the terrible
oppression that this type of ideology Marxism, socialism, communism, political Satanism brings to a
nation! Terrible suffering, terrible!
But again, even in that, just like in the time of Lenin, we can't just cower in fear in our lairs. We have
to love one another, pray for one another, we have to get out and meet friends. While we can we got
to meet at the gathering places. You don't think they're going to try to shut down the churches?
They're going to try to shut down all the places where people can assemble, places where people can
talk and commiserate and build relationships of heart and bonds of friendship. You don't think they're
going to come after that? Of course they are! Of course they're coming for that!
And even if they do, we'll find other ways to keep bonding and keep meeting face to face. So you got
to keep on fighting for it, because if they dehumanize you and isolate you and make you separate and
alone and isolated in paranoia and scared and living in a lair, it's over, folks! America's over! Trump is
not coming to help you, no matter how much we love him! It's done! Why? Because they've crushed
the human spirit; they've crushed the human spirit which God has given us, and God lives inside.
So, it's going to be a wild ride, and we honor and salute everybody who is walking this path because
the whole world is watching and of course how America comes together at this critical moment will
be written in the tomes of history and will be studied for generations to come.
Let's pray!

Pastor Sean’s Prayer:
Father God, we thank You for this day that You've given us, and as we saw in Psalm 28 even though
David was being hunted as a fugitive, he was a domestic terrorist at the time and all the media was
against him, and King Saul was trying to kill him with everything, David still cried out to You, he still
found hope in You, and he still was able to band together with a group of brothers and sisters and
families that would slowly then bring him to the fulfillment of where he needed to be in Your
providence.
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God, let us remember that, God, You have a plan for every single one of us gathered here today; every
single one! We maybe have put our faith in politicians or in the system or in the Congress or the
Senate or the Supreme Court too much this cycle. And God, now You're saying, “Hey! You have to
come back to “I that dwell in thee, and thee are with me,” as You said in Your Scripture!
We have to come back to You who dwell within us.
We have to come back to that love!
We have to come back to community.
We have to come back to reaching out to our neighbor and thanking them for supporting freedom this
last cycle, and sacrificing to support President Trump, that candidate of freedom.
We have to go out there and pray for one another and commiserate, and get together and assemble,
and have fellowship together.
This is why they desire to separate us, so that we become isolated like animals in a pen isolated in
lairs, in open-air prison, isolated so that we cannot gather and we cannot stand together for one
another; so each one of us can be hung separately! This is the pattern of Satan.
God, we know this is a critical time. A dark time has come to America but that doesn't mean Your
light is out; that doesn't mean the light of the world has fallen. No! It means the opposite! In the
darkness, the light will shine brighter, in the time of tribulation Your goodness and your Grace will be
over exemplified and magnified; as long as we do not lose that faith and hope that we have within
You who dwell within us.
So God,
Let us have strength,
Let us not be falsely optimistic,
Let us not be passivist as we wait for somebody or some politician or some political party to save us,
Let us take the steps of salvation now with Your love overflowing from the rivers of living water
flowing for our belly,
Let it overflow, and
Let us reach out to our friends and neighbors,
Let us build back our communities, build back the strength of our local power and our local
communities, so that we can stand for one another in the critical moments and weeks, months and
years ahead.
God, no matter how bad it becomes, we know that You are with us. You have not forsaken America,
and You have not forsaken us, Your people, who gather here and across this country to praise You
today. You are with us! You are alive and well!
Let us know that that power that dwells within, that Your spirit who dwells within and gives us the
fire of liberty within, that is the fire of the human spirit that screams out for freedom. Let us appreciate
and let's honor that spirit that is within us!
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We thank You, God, for all things that You're doing because even now in the darkest times we must
continue to thank You and praise You, and to find things that we can be grateful for every day, and to
be able to take little action steps that are positive every single day for You!
Let us have the strength to destroy slothfulness, and to be activated in small ways to help one another,
to build back our communities again, and to build back the hope that we had, because in the end we
never had hope in a political candidate, God, we had hope in Your gifts of liberty that You have given
to us as Your children.
So we thank You Father God! We thank You for all the things that You are doing! We thank You for
all the folks that are standing up at this time!
We pray for every patriot that is in America that is downtrodden, that is being attacked and is being
targeted. We pray for the victory of all those who stand for You. And that in the final hour we may
remain strong and we may press through, press through, the tribulation and the hardship, so that on
the other side we will see Your face and see Your Kingdom which You have already planned for this
world.
So we give You the praise, glory and honor, and we thank You, with all the kingship lines that are
gathered here today, and we praise You. In Your precious name! Amen! Amen! And Aju!
All right folks! Let us all rise and give God the praise! Amen!

www,youtube,com/watch?v=tuS31kfK0NI&t=8s&ab_channel=RodofIronKingdom

